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description and publication mechanisms;1 oth-
ers use syntactic, semantic, and structural re-
views of Web service specifications.2

However, Web services have functional and
nonfunctional characteristics that can be diffi-
cult to present and control. Service behavior
and quality-of-service (QoS) parameters can
vary over time, and new services can emerge in
certain business areas. So, despite the avail-
ability of various tools, service-based applica-
tion developers who want to discover new
Web services often base their selections on in-
formation from business partners, experts in
the field, friends, or other people who have
had experience with a certain service.

To support such information exchange,
several proposals for applying recommenda-
tion systems to Web services discovery and se-
lection have recently appeared.3–6 Most rec-
ommendation systems manage information
about clients and items by collecting feedback
from clients and rating items. Existing recom-
mendation-based approaches to rating Web
service providers collect feedback based on ex-
plicit and often subjective opinions of service

clients.6 However, research has shown that
people are not usually willing to actively pro-
vide feedback.7

We have developed a recommendation sys-
tem that lets a service-based application devel-
oper benefit from other developers’ experience
without asking them personally to participate
in evaluating services. The overall approach is
to connect service requests with observation
data from the service invocations and execu-
tions that follow such requests. Data collected
during observations are the input to identify
which services are considered relevant for spe-
cific requests of a particular developer commu-
nity. Additionally, data about service execution
can help rank services according to their QoS.
The only effort requested of developers is to
enable observations of the Web service invoca-
tions their applications perform. In exchange
for this, they can access the history of service
executions and obtain recommendations about
which services to use for their tasks. This kind
of information can be particularly useful for
supporting self-healing behaviors in dynami-
cally reconfigurable systems.
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The recommendation system application
we present here extends our previous work on
IC-Service,8,9 a general context-independent
recommendation service. IC-Service, in turn, is
based on our work in implicit culture, a con-
cept that defines a relation between a set and
a group of agents such that the set’s elements
behave according to the group’s culture.10

Specifically, we present details here about the
conceptual and algorithmic basis of the Web
service discovery method. We also present ex-
perimental performance results for the appli-
cation using two similarity metrics: one syn-
tactic and one semantic.

Implicit culture: Concepts 
and implementation

When searching for a service to perform a
specific task, a developer or autonomous sys-
tem might lack knowledge about available
services and their actual behavior. Other users
who have previously faced similar needs might
know suitable services and have experience-
based preferences about which of them to use.
Such implicit knowledge exists in various ap-
plication areas and can be used to make prac-
tical recommendations. The implicit-culture
approach to decision support assumes that it’s
possible to elicit this knowledge by observing
the behavior of the involved parties and then

encouraging newcomers to behave similarly to
more experienced members of a community.

Figure 1 shows the metamodel of the im-
plicit-culture core concepts. It describes an en-
vironment in terms of agents that perform ac-
tions on objects. An object is defined by its
name and a set of related attributes. An at-
tribute represents additional information
about objects, actions, or agents and consists
of a name, a value, and the value’s type. An
agent is a particular type of object that can
perform actions. Several agents can compose a
group. The metamodel describes a possible re-
striction of an agent’s membership in a group
in time. An action is characterized by its name,
a set of related attributes, and a set of related
objects. Each performed action is a specific
kind of action that contains a time stamp and
the action’s agent. The metamodel considers
the actions in the context of situations—each
of which is represented by a scene that in-
cludes the set of possible actions and the set of
objects the agents can operate with. After the
agent performs one of the possible actions, the
performed action and the scene constitute an
observation.

In our application, agents are developers or
service-based applications that submit requests
for Web-service operations represented as ob-
jects. The recommendation system stores Web
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services’ names and information about their
providers as attributes of operations, while it
models client requests, service invocations, and
corresponding responses as actions. For exam-
ple, a scene could be a set of actions corre-
sponding to the invocation of various service
operations:

invoke(...; getWeatherByZip 
(service = DOTSFastWeather); ...)

or

invoke(...; getWeather 
(service = GlobalWeather); ...)

An example performed action could be

invoke(Peter; getWeatherByZip 
(service = DOTSFastWeather); 
25-Jun-07-14:22)

which states that Peter invoked the operation
getWeatherByZip of the DOTSFastWeather
Web service on 25 June 2007 at 14:22.

The developer community relies on infor-
mation about actions and their relation to
situations—namely, which actions the ob-
served group usually takes in which situa-
tions. We designed the System for Implicit
Culture Support (SICS, see figure 2) to use
this information to give newcomers informa-
tion about other community members’ be-
havior in similar situations. When newcom-
ers start to behave similarly to the community
culture, a transfer of knowledge has occurred
and is reflected in the implicit culture.10 In
the weather example, the implicit culture can
contain the information about which services
a community of service clients usually in-
vokes for getting a weather forecast. The
SICS performs the knowledge transfer that
establishes the implicit culture. It consists of
three main layers:

■ The SICS Core stores observations, man-
ages theory, and facilitates actions by sug-
gesting scenes.

■ The SICS Remote Module implements
protocols for information exchange with
the client and converts the SICS Core’s ob-
jects into a format compatible with these
protocols.

■ The SICS Remote Client provides a simple

Java interface for the remote clients, re-
leasing them from dealing with informa-
tion exchange protocols.

Locally run applications can use the SICS
recommendation facilities as a Java library.
Distributed systems can access the SICS Core
as an Enterprise JavaBeans component or as
the IC-Service recommendation service. In the
case of IC-Service discovery, the SICS is de-
ployed as a Web service and accessed via the
SICS Remote Client. 

The SICS produces recommendations ac-
cording to the specified rules-based cultural
theory. The SICS administrator can adjust the
recommendation strategy by configuring the-
ory rules essentially defined in the form 

if antecedent then consequent

where the consequent and the antecedent con-
sist of one or several predicates. This rule re-
flects the intuitive notion that if the antecedent
happened, then the consequent happened and
will happen again. A cultural theory for Web
service discovery consists of a rule

if submit_request(...) then invoke(...)
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where the dots refer to specific objects or
attributes.

The Composer Module (CM) uses the de-
scribed theory rules to analyze observations of
agent behaviors. When an agent performs an ac-
tion, the CM matches the observation corre-
sponding to the action with the antecedent part
of the theory. Basically, at this step, the CM se-
lects the rule with the antecedent part most suit-
able for the current observation. Then it uses the
information in the observation to instantiate
variables in the corresponding rule’s consequent.
The consequent is called a cultural action, and
the system uses it for recommending scenes
where actions similar to the cultural action hap-
pened. The IC-Service provides a simple algo-
rithm that calculates the similarity between
pairs of actions using predefined similarity val-
ues for action names, time stamps, agents, ob-
jects, and attributes. A specific XML-based lan-
guage lets us configure these values for each
particular type (action, object, agent, or attrib-
ute) of each particular instance, element, or pair
of elements. Moreover, if an application requires
a custom algorithm for calculating similarity be-
tween certain kinds of elements, the SICS ad-

ministrator can substitute the default similarity-
assessment algorithm with the specialized one
using provided configuration facilities.

The Web service discovery system
The IC-Service manages the history of Web

services requests in our application system. It
also collects reports about heterogeneous
clients’ service invocations and helps develop-
ers discover and select services suitable for
their applications. Figure 3 describes the over-
all architecture, including the role of the IC-
Service. To join a community that shares serv-
ice usage experience, a developer must include
the SICS Remote Client in his or her applica-
tion to enable client-side monitoring of Web
service invocations.

In general, creating a Web services recom-
mendation system with the IC-Service requires
the following steps:

1. Formalize the application domain in the
implicit-culture terms.

2. Define the cultural theory.
3. Define similarity-calculation algorithms.

We now explain these steps in more detail be-
fore providing an example to illuminate how
the system works.

Application domain
In our system, agents are software develop-

ers or service-based applications willing to
find a Web service. Figure 3 shows a working
scenario, in which an agent submits a request
to the IC-Service, which returns a list of rec-
ommended services. The request contains a
textual description of the goal, the desired op-
eration’s name, a description of its I/O param-
eters, a description of a desired Web service,
and an optional list of preferred features, such
as a provider. The system stores the request as
an object of the submit_request action. It also
collects the feedback via the optional pro-
vide_feedback action, which expresses the
agent’s level of satisfaction with the result, or
via the invoke action, which marks a service as
suitable for the request. If the agent decides to
use one of the services, the system acquires
further information. The get_response action
marks a service as available and the raise_ex-
ception action signals that the service is either
not available or faulty. Having received the re-
sponse message, the application can generate a
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feedback on the basis of extra knowledge
about the expected result. For example, the
feedback is positive if the application obtains
the correct output.

Cultural theory
The IC-Service processes the request from

the system in two steps. First, it matches the
submit_request action with the theory to de-
termine the next action that must follow—that
is, the invoke action. Second, the SICS finds
situations where the invoke action was previ-
ously performed and determines Web service
operations used for similar requests. In this
step, the system calculates the similarity be-
tween the current agent’s request and the pre-
viously submitted requests. As a result, the IC-
Service returns a set of services that have been
used for similar requests in the past. The cul-
tural theory rule can be written as follows:

if submit_request(request-X) then invoke
(operation-Y(service-Z), request-X)

This means that the invoke action must fol-
low the submit_request action, and both actions
are related to the same request. The administra-
tor can use the IC-Service cultural theory defini-
tion language to specify other requirements as
well. For example, the following rule

if submit_request(request-X(cost= “low”)) 
then invoke(operation-Y(service-Z), 
request-X) � provide_feedback
(operation-Y(service-Z), cost = “low”)

means that if the agent requests a service with
a low cost, the system will recommend services
that other clients considered cheap.

Creating recommendations
The recommendation process consists of

three steps:

1. Find the cultural theory rule that matches
the current observation.

2. Find the corresponding cultural action.
3. Find the set of scenes where the cultural ac-

tion is likely to be performed. 

When an agent performs the submit_request
action, the observation corresponding to the
action is passed into the SICS where it is
matched with the antecedent part of the the-

ory. The CM uses the observation’s informa-
tion about the request to instantiate the conse-
quent rule’s variables. The corresponding cul-
tural action could be, for instance, invoke(...,
request-X). At the next step, for the given cul-
tural action, the CM finds the set of agents
that performed similar actions and the set of
scenes where actions have been performed.
Then it selects a set of agents most similar to
the agent that submitted the request and up-
dates the set of scenes accordingly. Next, it
calculates the agents’ similarity on the basis of
their past actions. Finally, the CM selects
scenes where the cultural action is most likely
to occur and recommends Web services from
the scenes to the request’s originator. 

Further details on this process are available
elsewhere.10

Similarity configuration
The similarities of names, attributes, and

objects determines the similarity between ob-
served actions (such as submit_request, invoke,
and so on). The main element our system takes
into account is the request represented as a se-
quence of terms q = (t1, t2, …, t|q|), where |q| is
the length of the request, tj � �� and

T is a vocabulary of all terms from the col-
lection of requests Q = {q1, …, qn} that the
agent submits to the system, where |q| is the
total number of requests. We use two differ-
ent similarity metrics in the SICS Composer
Module to calculate the similarity between
requests: 

■ the Vector Space Model (VSM) with Term
Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency
(TF-IDF) metric and 

■ a WordNet-based semantic similarity metric.

To calculate the first metric, for each term
tj, nij denotes the number of occurrences of tj

in qi, and nj denotes the number of the re-
quests that contain tj at least once. We can ob-
tain the TF-IDF weight of the term tj in the re-
quest qi as follows: 

where |qi| defines the length of the request qi.
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The similarity between requests qi and qk is
defined using the cosine coefficient: 

Here, wi = (wi1, …, wi|T|), wk = (wk1, …, wk|T|)
denote vectors of TF-IDF weights correspon-
ding to the requests qi and qk, and |T| is the
length of the vocabulary T.

For the second metric, we define a similar-
ity between requests 

and 

by first calculating the lexical similarity be-
tween any pair of their terms 

and 

We use the WordNet-based metric designed by
Nuno Seco, Tony Veale, and Jer Hayes to de-
fine a lexical similarity for all possible senses
of two terms:11

where 

In this expression, S(tij, tkl) denotes the set of
concepts that subsume tij and tkl, and ic de-
notes a WordNet concept’s information con-
tent value, which is defined as

Here, hypo is the number of hyponyms—that is,
words whose meaning is included within that of
another word of a given concept, and maxwn is
the maximum number of existing concepts. 

We extended this metric to deal with sets of
words. We formulated the problem of calcu-

lating the overall similarity between requests
qi and qk as the Maximum Weight Bipartite
Matching problem in a complete bipartite
graph, where terms from qi and qk define two
partitions of vertices and the obtained lexical
similarity values sim(tij, tkl) define weights of
edges. The goal is to find a matching—that is,
a subset of edges ejl = (tij, tkl) such that no two
edges in M share a vertex—with the maximum
total weight. This weight defines the similarity
between requests qi and qk. Specifically, 

where 

Example
We can now illustrate how the search

process takes place in practice. Suppose the
SICS receives the following request:

goal: get weather forecast for Rome, Italy;
operation: get weather;
input: city name, country name;
output: weather forecast (temperature, 

humidity, and so forth).

The SICS matches the request action with the
theory’s antecedent and searches for scenes
that have performed the invoke action. 

Suppose it finds the following situations:

1. invoke(...; getWeather (service = Global-
Weather), goal = get weather report for all
major cities around the world; ...);

2. invoke(...; conversionRate (service = Cur-
rencyConvertor), goal = get conversion rate
from one currency to another currency; ...);

3. invoke(...; getWeatherByZip (service =
DOTSFastWeather), goal = return the
weather for a given US postal code; ...).

The SICS recommends invoking services that it
considers relevant, according to previously ob-
served requests that are most similar to the cur-
rent request. So, in this example, SICS recom-
mends the getWeather operation of the Global-
Weather Web service and the getWeatherByZip
operation of the DOTSFastWeather service.
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Suppose that after analyzing the proposed
results, the agent invokes the getWeather op-
eration. After observing the invoke action,
SICS will mark this service as suitable for the
submitted request and, in particular, for the
lexical terms that occurred in the request.
Now, given a request for a service providing
information about Italy, the system is likely to
suggest the GlobalWeather Web service.

Experimental evaluation
We performed preliminary experiments to

evaluate system performance in terms of preci-
sion, recall, and F-measure. Precision measures
the fraction of relevant items among those rec-
ommended, recall measures the fraction of the
relevant items included in the recommenda-
tions, and F-measure is a trade-off between pre-
cision and recall:

Precision = (Relevant � Retrieved) /
Retrieved

Recall = (Relevant � Retrieved) /
Relevant

F = (2 * Precision * Recall) /
(Precision + Recall)

We used a collection of 20 Web services from

xMethods service registry (http://xMethods.
com) and divided them into five topic cate-
gories. For each category, we found four se-
mantically equivalent operations and formed
20 requests based on their short natural lan-
guage descriptions from Web Service Defini-
tion Language files.

We defined user profiles to simulate real
users’ behavior. A user profile contains a set of
requests and a set of Web service operations
relevant to these requests. We simulated a
user’s request-generation behavior by choos-
ing and submitting one of the requests ran-
domly. We simulated the result-selection be-
havior by choosing and invoking one of the
service operations to perform the task. The in-
tuition behind user profiles is that users will
submit a request for a service operation and,
after receiving suggestions, will invoke one of
the operations they consider to be relevant.
The SICS Remote Client monitors the invoca-
tion. During the simulation, we used a ran-
dom selection to choose which user submitted
a request to the system in a given moment.

Figure 4 shows precision, recall, and F-meas-
ure results for 100 recommendation requests
submitted to the system under four scenarios:
two for each similarity metric with four and 20
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clients each. For the TF-IDF syntactic similar-
ity metric, the results show performance in-
creases for all measures as the number of user
requests increases. For the WordNet-based se-
mantic similarity metric, precision decreases
slightly after some point. This is because the
lexical similarity used to match requests is too
generic, so the system produces false positive
recommendations. However, the semantic met-
ric’s recall is significantly higher than that of
the syntactic metric.

W e plan to extend our application to
deal with other important infor-
mation about Web services, such

as QoS parameters. Also, we have not specifi-
cally addressed security and privacy issues in the
work presented here; instead, we’ve assumed re-
ciprocal trust relations between developers and
the proposed system. However, the European
Union’s ongoing Serenity project includes secu-
rity and dependability research related to rec-
ommendation systems based specifically on IC-
Service; see www.serenity-project.org for more
details.
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